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However, for historical manuscripts the goal of digitization is to
produce digital facsimiles that represent the original printed
content as faithfully as possible. Here “the correction procedure”
aims at producing the original flat document; that is, a document
image which resembles the original page as much as possible.

ABSTRACT
Geometric distortions are among the major challenging issues in
the analysis of historical document images. Such distortions
appear as arbitrary warping, folds and page curl, and have
detrimental effects upon recognition (OCR) and readability. While
there are many dewarping techniques discussed in the literature,
there exists no standard method by which their performance can
be evaluated against each other. In particular, there is not any
satisfactory method capable of comparing the results of existing
dewarping techniques on arbitrary wrapped documents. The
existing methods either rely on the visual comparison of the
output and input images or depend on the recognition rate of an
OCR system. In the case of historical documents, OCR either is
not available or does not generate an acceptable result. In this
paper, an objective and automatic evaluation methodology for
document image dewarping technique is presented. In the first
step, all the baselines in the original distorted image as well as
dewarped image are modelled precisely and automatically. Then
based on the mathematical function of each line, a comprehensive
metric which calculates the performance of a dewarping technique
is introduced. The presented method does not require user
interference in any stage of evaluation and therefore is quite
objective. Experimental results, applied to two state-of-the art
dewarping methods and an industry-standard commercial system,
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed dewarping
evaluation method.

While there are many dewarping techniques in the literature [2; 4;
6; 7; 9; 13; 14] there exists no standard methodology for the
comparison of their performance. Most of the evaluations done so
far concentrate on subjective and qualitative visual comparison of
the output and the input image[3; 7]. In some cases, the
recognition rate of an OCR system is used for the evaluation of
dewarping techniques [10]. According to this approach, the
increase of the recognition rate which OCR achieves between the
original image and the dewarped image indicates the improvement
of the dewarping method. Therefore the improvement of OCR as a
performance evaluation metric is highly dependent upon the
performance of the OCR itself. In the case of historical
documents, however, often OCR does not generate acceptable
results or no OCR system exists. In recent years, some
quantitative dewarping evaluation methodologies [5; 11; 12] have
been proposed in the literature. The proposed evaluation
methodology in [5] uses the original camera-captured image
previous to any distortion. In most cases and especially in
historical documents, we do not have access to the perfect original
image of any document that belongs to previous centuries. In the
evaluation methodologies proposed in [11; 12], in the first stage,
the user is supposed to mark several points on a number of text
lines of the original warped image. The points should be selected
on the long text lines which are considered to be most
representative of the image. The rest of the method essentially
involves matching a polynomial curve fitting and an area
approximation by integration. The advantage of this method is
that it does not depend on OCR for evaluation. However this
approach is strongly dependent upon the user. Therefore, the
evaluation is inevitably very subjective. Moreover in many
historical documents, arbitrary warping is common, which is to
say that each line has its own distortion. In such a case, selecting a
few lines (for example, 3 or 6 lines) in a page with approximately
30 arbitrary text lines cannot guarantee a comprehensive
evaluation. In addition, if a dewarping method fails to work
properly and ends up distorting shorter lines, its performance
cannot be evaluated by this evaluation methodology. It also has to
be noted that polynomial curve fitting is not suitable in the
arbitrary page situation, as it is capable of modelling only very
smooth page curls.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.4 [Systems and Software]: Performance evaluation
(efficiency and effectiveness); I.4.1 [Digitization and Image
Capture]: Imaging geometry; I.4.3 [Enhancement]: Geometric
correction
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1. INTRODUCTION
Commercial OCRs are tailored for flat pages with straight text
lines. Even moderate warping can cause most current OCR
systems to fail. For modern documents, the importance of
geometric distortion correction is placed on extracting the printed
text and making it recognizable by the commercial OCR.
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In this paper a flexible, accurate, quantitative and objective
performance evaluation methodology which is independent of
OCR or human interference is presented. In the first step, the
precise baselines are modelled with a robust mathematical
formula presented in [9] both on the original image and on the
dewarped one. The proposed baseline detection method avoids
using any curve fitting or energy minimization concept such as the
snake method and therefore is both more accurate and more
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approach, the integral or the area under a horizontal straight line is
0.

flexible and can be applied on a wide range of curves. In methods
which use curve fitting algorithms such as spline or polynomials
[8], the types of distortion (smooth curl, cylindrical, fold, etc.)
have to be known to be able to fit the best curve to the baseline.
Given the fact that arbitrary baselines can take any form, it is thus
impossible to model them with polynomials or splines. Moreover,
spline and polynomial curve fitting or energy minimization
techniques such as active contours and snake [4] fail to give
precise baselines and there is always an inclination towards
descenders in the above methods. In the second step of our
evaluation methodology, based on the mathematical function of
each line, a comprehensive metric which calculates the
performance of a dewarping technique is introduced.

The integral of a curve calculates the area between the curve and
the horizontal axis (x-axis). In the image, the origin of all
coordinate points is calculated from the top-left corner of the
image. Obviously the area between each text line and the upper
boundary of the image is not a good metric for dewarping
evaluation because with this approach, even the integral of a
straight horizontal line is not zero but rather is the area enclosed
by the line and the upper boundary. Therefore, for each text line a
different coordinate system would have to be defined. The y-axis
of the coordinate system would remain the same for all text lines,
which is the left border of the image. However the origin and xaxis would change for each text line.

The proposed evaluation methodology has several advantages in
comparison to existing evaluation methodologies. Firstly, it does
not depend on OCR or the perfect original image such as the
method in [5]. Secondly, it evaluates and examines all the lines in
the image and not only a selected number of lines such as the
method in [12]. Thirdly, it models all kinds of lines including curl
and arbitrary warping and not only smooth curves in a document
with known distortions. Fourthly, it is the first evaluation
methodology which works successfully on historical document
images and it is completely automatic.

To determine the best level, where the deviation of the curve from
the straight line is minimized, different levels including minimum,
maximum, average and modal level were examined. The
minimum level means the horizontal line equal to the minimum
value of points in each curve; we can have something similar for
the maximum and average levels. In some cases, the area between
the curve and the minimum level can produce extra shift and
therefore extra error. For example in Figure 1a, there is a
minimum point on the curve which is the valley of the curve;
therefore the integral of the curve in regard to the minimum level
produces error at both sides of the valley. The average height of
the curve can also create extra shift and extra error for the same
reason.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: in Section 2,
the proposed technique is described in detail. In Section 3,
experimental results are presented and discussed. Finally, in
Section 4, conclusions are drawn.

The level which is finally selected as the x-axis for calculating the
integral is the level where the most points of the curve are located;
the rationale behind this choice is that in this case the vertical
distance between the most points on the curve and the horizontal
level would be zero and thus the error would be minimal. This
level is the level on which the curve sits, or in other words it is the
most horizontal part of the curve. We call this level the modal
level.

2. Performance Evaluation Methodology
The main purpose of a dewarping method is to have consistent,
horizontal, straight lines in the final dewarped image. Therefore
any deviation from the straight line in the dewarped image is
considered an error and reflects some degree of failure of the
dewarping technique. To define a metric for the automatic
evaluation and to measure the deviation of each line from the
straight line, it is necessary to detect precise baselines.

Figure 1b shows the case where the integral of the curve is
calculated in regard to the modal level. It can be seen both from
the Figure and as confirmed by numerical values that in this case
the integral of the curve will decrease and it does not include any
constant shift in the integral.

The precise baselines were detected using our proposed text line
methodology in [9]. The integral I of the final parametric equation
of each line after having been updated with new coordinate points
when t varies between 0 and 1 indicates the area under the curve:
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Figure 1. Integral of the baseline curve in regard to (a)
minimum level and (b) modal level
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Although, for integral computation, the modal level is the best one
which gives the minimum error, the relation between maximum
level, minimum level and modal level can be used for interpreting
the shape of a curve. For instance, when the integral in regard to
the minimum level is equal to that of the modal level, the curve
has a concave shape; on the other hand when the integral in regard
to the maximum level is equal to that of the modal level, the curve
has a convex shape. When the modal level integral is between the
minimum level and maximum level integral, the baseline has a

1

I   (1  {nt}Z[ nt ]  {nt}Z[ nt 1] dt

(1)

0

where n is the number of partitions in the line, [] represents the
floor function, and {} represents the fractional part function. The
area under the curve which is a potential metric for evaluating a
dewarping technique indicates the deviation of each line from the
horizontal straight line. The closer the line is to the horizontal
straight line, the less is the value of the integral. According to this
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can be observed from ffigure 3, for moost of the lines thhe dewarped
methodds show less erroor than the origiinal distorted im
mage. But for
some llines the error m
measure is equaal to the distorteed image or
even iss worse. For exxample, figure 3 shows that thee CBD [13]
methodd and Book-resttorer [1] in linnes 22, 23, 24 have more
distortiion than the origginal image. Figgure 4 shows thee qualitative
measurrements in lines 22-24 for all foour images in fiigure 2. The
red reggions show the deviation of each line from the horizontal
line. Thhe qualitative rresults in figure 4 confirm the quantitative
measurrements in figuree 3.

w
wavy shape. Thee same interprettation is applicab
ble to the integrral
vvalue of the funcction and its abssolute value. Theese measuremen
nts
ccan help in deterrmining the type of distortion wh
hich exists in eacch
liine and whetherr a dewarping technique has reemoved the who
ole
ddistortion, remov
ved a part of it, or has createed a new type of
ddistortion.
T
Two metrics can
n be defined forr dewarping evaaluation. The firrst
m
metric indicates the deviation of
o each line fro
om the horizonttal
straight line. Th
hus each line can
c have a mettric indicating its
i
straightness. Erro
or metric EMj in
ndicates the deviiation of each lin
ne
fr
from the straight line and is defin
ned independenttly for each line in
thhe image as follo
ows:

The preesented dewarpiing evaluation teechnique measurres the error
in eachh single line andd not only in som
me represetativee lines, such
as the evaluation methhod in [12]. Ouur evaluation tecchnique thus
gives m
more accurate annd comprehensivve evaluation meetrics while
also deetecting the all thhe errors in the w
whole page and not only on
selectedd lines. The acccuracy metric (A
AM) for the abovve image for
the AW
WH method [9] is 92%%. The Book-Restorer [[1] and CBD
method [13] reach th
he average accuracy of 41% and 25%,
respecttively. Table 1 iillustrates the avverage AM of alll dewarping
techniqques on all imagees in the dataset..

1

m
EM j  Lj1  (1  {nt}) Z[mod
 {nt}Z[mod
dt
nt ]
nt 1]

(2))

0

Inn this equation, Zmod are the upd
dated coordinatee points calculated
inn regard to the modal level and
d L j is the leng
gth of the jth lin
ne.
D
Dividing the inteegral by its leng
gth normalized the
t metric. This is
eespecially necesssary for images which do not haave text lines wiith
thhe same length. The lower the value of the EM
Mj, the less is th
he
ddeviation of the line from the sttraight line. This metric can eveen
bbe defined for th
he original image, showing how
w far it is from th
he
straight line.
T
The second evalu
uation metric is the accuracy metric
m
(AM) and is
ddefined accordin
ng to the followin
ng equation.It sh
hows the accuraccy
oof each line AM
Mj or the overaall accuracy AM
M in a dewarpeed
im
mage.

AM j  100(1 
1
AM 
N

EM j
EM 0j

)

N

 AM
j 1

(3)

j

Inn this equation, EMj, is the dev
viation of line j from the straig
ght
liine, EM0j is the corresponding metric
m
in the orig
ginal image and N
iss the number off lines in the imaage. The higher the value of AM
Mj,
thhe more superior is the accu
uracy of the dewarped
d
line. A
ccomplete horizon
ntal straight line has the accuracy
y of 100% whilee a
liine which has th
he same distortiion as the origin
nal image has th
he
aaccuracy of 0%.

33. Experim
mental Resullts

Fiigure 2. Image w
with Arbitrary Warping (Copyyright:
Baavarian State Library)

T
The proposed ev
valuation method
dology was exam
mined on a datasset
oof 30 representaative historical document
d
imagees with geometrric
ddistortions using
g two state off the art dewarp
ping methods for
f
A
Arbitrary Warped
d Historical doccument images (A
AWH) [9] and for
f
C
Camera Based Document im
mages (CBD) [13] and th
he
B
Book Restorer commercially
c
av
vailable softwaare [1]. The firrst
m
method [9] uses a novel segmen
ntation and preciise baseline mod
del
too detect the exaact shape of disttortion and then using a flow lin
ne
aapproach to rectiify the image. Th
he second metho
od [13] uses a tw
wo
step approach, namely
n
coarse and
a fine dewarp
ping to rectify th
he
im
mage.
F
Figure 2 shows a sample image from the datasett with an arbitraary
w
warping. One of
o the advantag
ges of the pressented dewarpin
ng
eevaluation metho
od is that the error
e
metric--wh
hich measures th
he
ddeviation of each
h line from the horizontal line---can be calculateed
ffor each line in every image an
nd even in the original image. In
thhis way, the most distorted lin
nes both in the original distorteed
im
mage and in th
he dewarped im
mages can be deetected. Figure 3
shows the error metric (EMj ) for
f each line and each image. As
A

Figuree 3. The error m
metric for each line in original image and
dew arped images: A
AWH [9], CBD
D [13], Book Resstorer [1]
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(a)
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Figure 4. Deviation from the horizontal line for lines 22-24 in
figure 2 for (a) original image (b) AWH method [9] (c) CBD
method [13] (d) Book-Restorer[1]
Table 1. Comparative results using the proposed evaluation
methodology
Dewarping Technique

Accuracy Metric
(AM)

BookRestorer [1]

66.57%

CBD dewarping method
[13]

57.61%

AWH dewarping method
method [9]

94.33%

4. Conclusion
In this paper a flexible, unsupervised and objective method for the
evaluation of document image dewarping is presented. First, the
precise baselines are modelled with a robust mathematical
formula both on the original image and on the dewarped one.
Then based on the mathematical function of each line, a
comprehensive metric which calculates the performance of a
dewarping technique is introduced. Supervised evaluation
methods need a perfect image to evaluate the output image based
on the ground-truth one, while unsupervised or fully automatic
methods can evaluate the performance independent of the perfect
image, based on the simple idea that the final text lines should be
straight. Although the process of ground-truthing can produce the
possible perfect image, it is a very time-consuming procedure and
it can take several hours to make a ground-truth, while for the
proposed method the evaluation is quite fast and using the precise
baseline detection and a comprehensive metric it gives exact
measurement. Another advantage of the proposed method is that it
is independent of OCR, which often is not available for historical
documents.
Experimental results, applied to two leading
dewarping methods and an industry-standard commercial system,
demonstrate the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed
dewarping evaluation method.
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